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DIRECTORS REPORT 2020
2020 was an interesting year for most of us: A year where humanity was pressed into
the mess we’ve created that demonstrated clearly to what extent we, as a species,
have lost touch with what is essential to life. We even had a privileged, small glimpse
of what the world may be like without the presence of humans as lockdown forced us
inside and the wilds started to come alive in our empty cities.
For an organization that teaches resilience – it has been an incredible chance to test
our programs and our graduates. We have found that equipping and empowering
individuals is what brings about social change – as our Alumni base demonstrated the
ability appropriately to respond to change and to frame challenges as opportunities.
(This is detailed on page ** M&E)
In South Africa the social implications of the economic lockdowns have been
pretty disastrous and we now sit with a national unemployment average of over
50% while our poorer neighborhoods slid from 36% to 52% of families below
the food poverty line.
Our vulnerabilities have highlighted and we now have the chance to build back better.
For SEED this brings the need for the vision we carry, contributing to city wide
resilience through inspiring and skilling people, into sharper focus and grows broader
acknowledgement of its relevance. This makes it easier for our work to gain traction
and we have had the privilege of employing key staff with the management and
operational capacity we have needed for years.
With our economy in flux there is an opportunity to transition to more ecological
and robust models of development that will serve our communities and all species
more effectively in the future. There is a need to grow meaningful local jobs through
growing enterprises on the principles of the circular economy that seek to grow
social and natural as well as economic capital.
A light has been shone on the incredible wealth disparity in South Africa and how this
plays out into the huge inequality in the food system and the incredible vulnerability of
so many of our people. We need to grow a strong food production base within Cape
Town with a robust and ethical distribution that creates good local jobs.
COVID-19 is the latest example of how human impact on biodiverse areas and wildlife
habitats is linked to the spread of infectious diseases. We need to restore our
ecosystems and demonstrate models of cultivated ecologies where human activity
is regenerative.
At SEED we have been preparing for disturbance for decades – honing the skills
of resilience design, education and practice. We are now well-positioned to
support others through education, demonstration and capacity building.
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SEED’s THEORY OF CHANGE
SEEDs Theory of change focusses on change at an individual level. We believe that it is
capacitated and committed individuals that change the world.
This theory of change implicit in the design of the Seeding Futures programme is that, through
providing personal development support coupled with technical permaculture training and low
cost resilience techniques, participants develop hard and soft skills that promote a greater levels
of self-knowledge and behaviour change which results in higher levels of personal resilience and
wellbeing .
Importantly, the greater sense of self-knowledge and soft skills, together with the hard
skills and experience acquired create a foundation to make students more employable,
entrepreneurial and economically resilient in general - which includes promoting various nonincome generating livelihood strategies.
It was this incredible transformation in the graduates from the five pilots we facilitated between
2012 and 2017 that resulted in the current three year Phase II - which sees 100 youth per year
graduating, with Evaluation processes and systems to track how they fare in the short, medium
and long term.
This feedback is helping us to begin to hone the training - streamlining it to its most potent formsand then poising it for greater impact - including tending the incredible Alumni base that has the
potential to transform how we live in Cape Town.

REPORT FROM OUR EXTERNAL EVALUATION TEAM

Lisa van Dongen, Elin Duby and Stephanie Bam
The Monitoring & Evaluation system was designed to monitor the outcomes and impacts of
the Seeding Futures programme through baseline and end course surveys and participatory
workshops collecting qualitative data on student’s perception of the ways in which their
resilience, self-knowledge and skills had changed during the course. In addition, follow up
interviews are held at six, 12 and 18 months after the course to establish more on the impact of
the course on personal development, empowerment and resilience of students.

RESULTS
This report summarises the medium term outcomes from Intakes 1, 2 &3 involved in the 15
week programme in 2019. A full report presents the results of the surveys and participatory
workshops together with Most Significant Change stories collected at the end of the course.

OVERVIEW OF RESULTS
The results of the MEL clearly show that the course has had a positive impact on the personal
development, empowerment and resilience of students. Not only did students report very high
levels of enjoyment in the course, the quantitative research can also show the course to be
having an impact on their personal, household and economic resilience. Even when tested as
fundamentally as has been the case through the COVID-19 pandemic, students were willing to
report that the course has improved their ability to manage shocks.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT & EMPOWERMENT

Despite the emerging social, political and economic uncertainties linked to the economic
recession associated with the COVID-19 pandemic and lockdown, all intakes have shown an
upward trend with questions around their feelings about the future. All intakes have shown an
increase in being happier with life and being able to manage shocks in life better, this indicates
feelings of having gained key personal development skills.
“The course has changed my life, because of the course I have an idea of what I want to
do with my life…I feel as if everybody should do this course...I have met some real friends
from this course.”
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APPLIED SKILLS FOR HOUSEHOLD
RESILIENCE

Students reported having successfully used their
practical resilience skills in their homes and communities
after the course, including water, energy and food
related activities. 55% having implemented food growing
activities since the course. And 78% have also reported
having implemented water, energy or food resilience
activities in their extended families or communities.
“I feel empowered after all the information I learnt at
SEED. The course has changed my life and helped
me to take care of myself and my community. I am
proud of my food garden and compost system. “

ECONOMIC RESILIENCE
YOUTH EMPLOYMENT
From an employment perspective, 59% of students
interviewed reported having a job since the course
(41% of those with jobs had reported not having had a
job before starting the course) and two students have
had a job before starting the course. There is a clear
positive trend in the number of students employed after
the course. Not only has the course influenced whether
students gained work but also whether this work was
supporting the green economy (a 43% increase). SEED
have found a formula to promote the employability of
their students.

SMALL BUSINESSES
Of the students who started businesses after the course,
67% were starting their first business since completing
the course. Of those who started businesses, 56%
reported that they continued to operate until the COVIDpandemic and 44% reported business closure. Most
significantly, businesses that were started after the course
were more likely to service the Green economy than
those started before the course (increasing likelihood of
43%, 25% and 36% in intakes 1, 2 and 3 respectively).
Students were also more inclined to be involved in
bartering and value exchanges following the course.

IMPACT OF COVID-19
The economic impact has been devastating with our results finding that:
• 64% of the students who found a job after completing the course lost these jobs at the beginning of lockdown with only about 36% able to
continue to work through the lockdown.
• 56% of the (9) new businesses that were started by students after leaving the course reported closing their doors as a casualty of lockdown.
However, the COVID-19 story experienced by those involved in our follow up research was not exclusively a tragic one. Firstly, there appears to
have been a recovery in jobs and business following the lockdown relaxations (as evident in the graphs presented on page nine and 11). Secondly,
the majority indicated that COVID-19 had had a positive impact on their livelihoods (44% reporting +3 or above). An even higher majority of
students reported that they felt well equipped to manage the crisis (77% reporting +3 or above).

THE RIPPLE EFFECT
Finally, it is important that the impact of this work extends beyond the students themselves. Not only are entrepreneurs creating jobs for the local
economy, but students are also reporting more time invested in volunteer activities (48% increase) including helping their extended families and
communities implement resilience activities (average 42% increase).
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COVID AND THE RISE OF SEEDING FUTURES ALUMNI
Mitchells Plain was 69% food insecure before COVID-19 – this shot up to 52% after lockdown. We
have been blown away by the ability of our Alumni to respond appropriately to sudden change.

ROCKLANDS FAST FOOD

As lockdown landed, we ramped up food production in our gardens at Rocklands Abundance
Centre and connected with three local feeding schemes – feeding 677 people.
• Vegetable Production at Rocklands - we have consistently supported three local feeding schemes
with 876kg high nutritional vegetables. This goes straight to people who need it.
• We baked bread every week – the delicious nan bread has supplemented the feeding schemes we
support – we have baked 2357 nan breads for the feeding schemes.

THE RISE OF COMMUNITY GARDENS

Seeding Futures Alumni were the stars of lockdown – demonstrating the ability to pivot in times of
crises and respond appropriately. Many of them led the charge in the growth of community gardens
through the CAN movement. We are now working with the City of Cape Town on strategies to keep
these gardens pumping out food as the hunger of our people continues. We are also looking at how
to secure our food systems through localisation and collaboration.

FEED OUR PEOPLE

With the upsurge in demand for locally grown food, we designed a three day module that aims to
skill up good food gardeners and keeps them growing over the year. The training is based on a yearlong production plan designed for iterations of 12m2, this importantly keeps planting and therefore
harvesting on track. We also cover the hands-on skills of Compost, Planting and Propagation. This
module ensures that we can produce large volumes of food in an earth friendly way.
This module is part of Seeding Futures and has the potential to have a big impact on community
gardens in Cape Town. We have already been contracted to run this for the Kos Gangster Garden in
Ocean View – which also grows work opportunities for Alumni. Watch this space.

THE OUTDOOR CLASSROOM PROGRAM

SEED is best known for its work with schools, which culminated in a national Outdoor Classroom
Program between 2009-12. A rekindling of this work was supported by the Solon Foundation for
a term trial to test the feasibility of bringing it back online in a more meaningful way. Two of our
Alumni, Stephanie Mullins and Donovan van der Heyden, have been working with Rocklands Primary
on a weekly basis. The program is based on SEEDS existing Outdoor Classroom curriculum and brings
teaching alive outside while teaching resilience skills in a joyful way. The trial was incredibly positive
and we now look forward to growing the project in 2020.

SEEDING FUTURES RESILIENCE TRAINING
COVID-19 and the Economic Lockdown was a two-edged sword for this program: While our impact
was hampered by the 5 months we were unable to deliver teaching in person, our curriculum has
become even more relevant and our courses are over-subscribed.

2020 OUTCOMES

We were planning to graduate 100 through the program and manage 82 through four cohorts.
We did this through:
1. Shortening the training to 12 weeks
We responded to the time limitations by taking out the modules that required public interface
modules (household and neighbourhood resilience and job shadows) and also adding modules that
responded to the expressed needs (feed our people, designing my resilience.
2. Reducing cohort numbers
We usually work with at least 25 students per cohort and in keeping with COVID-19 compliance we
reduced numbers to 13 (to enable the 1.5m social distancing in the outdoor classroom). Working
within the rules enabled us to open our classroom doors in August and get busy teaching classes of
people very ready to learn how to build resilience.
We pivoted basic resilience education online over lockdown and reached 1368 people.
Our innovative facilitators filmed and edited five short Youtube videos on resilience themes.
We secured stipends through an inspiring partnership with the Department of Environmental Affairs
and Development planning, which now supports 50 youth per year to deep dive into the program.
We kept supporting the Alumni network and managed to facilitate 4 workshops. Importantly, this
peer support of the Alumni group has been very instrumental in people staying strong and dealing
with the challenges of the COVID-19 crises. The feedback is that the change to the internal landscape
of participants really helped them to navigate a year of uncertainty and economic stresses - with
resilience strategies becoming very valuable. (Detail of this is carried in the M&E Report).
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OUR GRADUATES SAY IT FOR US
“I got management over my life ,time management, people learning, I can work with so many different types of people with diverse
personalities. I learned how to hold space in abundance, as I am taking this learning curve into my life I feel I want to share it with
everyone … my family is implementing permaculture into our daily lifestyle, life just becomes more meaningful.” Zain Hendricks
“Members of my family dedicated their lives to the Struggle and Used education as their Primary weapon of change. My Late role
model, Grandfather, Teacher and Honorary Lifetime president of NUM strongly believed in Liberation through education and through
determination and selflessness touched and changed the lives of many. This a value that I see reflected in SEED and I wish to Share
my knowledge to continue to aid others to achieve some sense of liberation and purpose within their lifetime. The course helped
me deepen my understanding of industrial Design and Design in nature and when coalesced and applied in the correct manner
can create sustainable balance between the needs of our modern lifestyle and the needs of the environment to survive and thrive. I
feel that the ultimate freedom is to be able to provide for oneself and broader humanity through sustainable utilization of resources
available to us in our immediate environment or make do with what circumstances provide.” Neo Dudley
“My confidence has greatly improved because I have learnt to be open with my knowledge. I had so much fun here, it was so enjoyable,
I learnt so much from this course.” Andrea Essau
“My experience at SEED was amazing, it was so amazing that it actually changed my whole life and lifestyle. I’m living much more
healthier, everything I do now is permaculture. The Seeding futures course helped me so much. Thank you.” Fawaaz Williams
“I did the permaculture course and it changed my life, I’m seeing things in a different perspective.” Yusuf Kafaar
“Participating in the Seeding futures course has been transformative, I’ve started a small garden at home and am enjoying tending to
it. After finishing the course I couldn’t picture my life without permaculture and ended up working at SEED where I continue to expand
my knowledge of permaculture and share it through facilitation. The course gave me a new perspective on life.” Raelene Adams
“A Seed has opened up so much more businesses opportunities for me as well as changed my outlook on life. My personal resilience
has grown so much and I have so much tolerance when approaching a stressful situations.it Improved Discipline even more and helped
Develop a better and Stronger Character. Seed has given me the tools to succeed in any thing I do any aspect of life.” Cassey Heuniss
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EASY PEASY SOCIAL ENTERPRISE
IMPACT :

INCOME GENERATED:R366 763.00
JOBS CREATED: 11
Seedlings sold: 110 028
Job Shadows for youth:
Nine neighbourhood nodes engaged
Easy Peasy is a social enterprise that aims to grow a culture of home gardening in Cape Town
while it grows meaningful local jobs in Mitchells Plain.
2020 Outcomes
• Pulling the Essential Services card
We opened training as soon as humanly possible – using our Essential Services documentation
that enabled us to keep selling our seedlings (http://easypeasy.org.za) and also to keep our food
gardens supporting three feeding schemes that sprung up over Lockdown. We are lucky to have
Outdoor Classrooms that are good venues in times of pandemics.
• Expansion of our Nursery – with kind support from the Genesis Charitable Trust and now have
the space we need to get to break-even and automated irrigation.

TEAM BUILDING :

We took the time to work strategically as a team and also to spend some down time together. This
has greatly strengthened team relationships and we are now working lik a well-oiled machine.

CAPACITY BUILDING OF STAFF :

Easy Peasy is designed to build the capacity of local people to grow into positions within the
enterprise. To date we have mentored 4 growers under the watchful eye of our Production
Mentor and we are now growing two seed bankers with good seed skills.
Engaging with our customer base and pivoting our product offering.
We began engaging with our customer base in
January 2021, with a view that we need to grow
sales and income. We ran a workshop for node
coordinators and reached broadly into the
network through a survey -and then also
conducted individual interviews. The aim was to
see how we could better meet our customer needs –
thereby growing income streams.

PRO-BONO ANGELS :

Matthew Swart who had the vision and ability to build us an online shop over lockdown.
Calli Prat-Symes who has worked with us since the beginning in all realms of design.
Tim Ellis for going above and beyond, including delivery in hard lockdown.

LOOKING FORWARD :

At this point of food crises in South Africa – we believe enterprises like Easy Peasy have an
important function in educating about local food resilience. We have been inundated by visits
from government and the city looking for solutions and by community gardeners who are inspired
and educated though our work and by the tours we are running informally.

We are so grateful to our customers, especially the regular ones - your kind
support allows us keep growing.
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FINANCIAL REPORT
2020 was an interesting financial year for SEED - where we managed to complete the year, despite our
largest funder pulling out as Lockdown landed.

INCOME

We managed to generate 18% of our spend through our Easy Peasy social enterprise. These earings
were ploughed back into running costs and we managed to cover 50% of the costs of the enterprise
through earning.
Another area of growth was our Individual Donors- who now make up 5% of income. We are still largely
reliant on Grant Funding.

EXPENDITURE

Seeding Futures ran a leaner budget this year – due to having to close our training doors for 5 months.
Staff were carried by the TERS funding from government over this period.,
Covid Response was a new program that focussed primarily on feeding people in Mitchells Plain.
Alumni Opportunities is also new and something we plan to grow in future - this is where we create
meaningful resilience work opportunities for graduates of Seeding Futures.

Covid
Response
2%

Income
generated
18%

SEED HQ
26%

Seeding
Futures
34%

Individual
Donars
5%

Grants
77%

Alumni
Opportunies
6%

Income

Expenditure

Easy Peasy
32%

GRANTS
AC Louw Trust
Douglas Jooste Trust
Dandelion Trust
Genesis Charitable Trust
Hans Hoheizen Charitable Trust
Iqraa Trust
Lemonaid ChariTea Foundation
Roddenberry Foundation
Solon Foundation
Uthando SA

R150 000
R20 000
R45 000
R306 755
R386 400
R75 000
R367 802
R68 306
R27 550
R133 000

INDIVIDUAL DONORS
Global Giving Crowd funding
Individuals
MySchool Loyalty cards

R75 846
R30 950
R 5 736

INCOME GENERATED
Easy Peasy Social Enterprise
Training fees

R367 538
R12 241

THANK YOU – Your support means the world to us.
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